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• We are in the “People Business”

• Business Partners for 10 years

• Our Ah-Hah Moment Our "Why"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
((MRS))Sherry and I like to say we are in the "PEOPLE" business... Looking back we have over 50 years experience in the business world (We are not sure why the math doesn't quite add up because we don't feel old enough to say that)… but every step of the way throughout our careers, our jobs and roles have been working with people in some capacity... and that has always been our favorite part.   Sherry and I meet over 15 years ago and have worked together in 2 separate organizations during that time... from a pharmaceutical giant to a local tech start up.  We have worked together as a team and have been recognized time and time again for the strength of our team... what you will find out over the course of the day is why we have been so successful as a team and why we have been able to achieve some of the goals we have.  Our goal today is to enhance and teach you some of these same skills that will translate into working better together as an organization and as teams inside your organization.  As well as how YOU as a LEADER can lead your teams more effectively.Sherry and I had our Ah-Hah Moment and found our "WHY" a couple of years ago when we were tasked with building out a client experience plan for a young, growing company... As we worked with all the leaders in the organization to ensure that we could pull this large initiative through... we found that we had an organization full of young leaders. Many had been really good at a job or role within the organization and had been promoted into a leadership role... ONLY PROBLEM... they didn't have any leadership experience... it wasn't that they didn't want to be amazing in their new role... But they didn't have the tools to be successful and they didn't know where to turn.  We started mentoring many of these leaders and building content for trainings that would be beneficial for the masses... and we found that we had a TRUE PASSION FOR IT.  We loved hearing their feedback about how they would try something we had talked to them about and how successful it was.  We loved seeing our colleges have success and gain confidence...ONLY PROBLEM... this wasn't all we were responsible for... in a company growing as quickly as we were, we wore many hats.SO it was at that point that we started talking about how great it would be to spend our days, working with leaders, teams and organizations just like TAK, that we could help work more efficiently when it came to improving communication and engaging, motivating, recognizing people.  That is when we started to vet out our business idea and found that many organizations are looking for help with this and we decided to go for it.And that is when Lead to Inspire was.incorporated... Since then, we have been working with companies...



What to 
Expect

•Dust Collectors
•Actionable
•Defining EI
•Why we react the way we do
•How we better communicate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
((SLK))We don’t do dust collectors – how many of you have been to a conference gotten great ideas, only to go back to your office and never implement anything?What we talk about/teach today – we want to not only be informative but actionable…   -our goal is for you to walk away with at least 1 pear today that will help you in your day to day – whether that is at work or at home…We also, want to have some fun…later in presentation…again, something you can bring back to your own teams or your family –or maybe just a good laugh for this afternoonLast, but certainly not least…At Lead to Inspire our over arching goal is to help you grow and develop  -- to help you build a solid foundation  --Emotional Intelligence, being self aware is a big piece of your personal and professional foundation.EVERYONE LOVES TO TALK ABOUT EMOTIONS!!!



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(SLK))  Life is all about reaction to things AND our emotions play a very big roll in this.Can you think of a time when you didn’t react how you should have????Have kids ever spilled something? *scolded them?  Then they try to hide it the next time…rightThink of your employees---if they make a mistake, it is all in how you handle it…    -If they’re scolded, next time will they be open to telling you?*****Maybe if you had a do over, you’d take it???****Have you ever thought about WHY you reacted the way you did???



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE –

Why We React the Way 
We Do
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Presentation Notes
SLK)))Do you know How to define it?These reactions and emotions all make up our emotional intelligence.



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

of top performers have high EI
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Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

EI is responsible for 

58% 
of your job performance
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Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)
People with high EI make

$29,000 more annually
than their low EI counterparts
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MRS)))	



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

The ability to recognize your 
emotions as well as the emotions of 

others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))What it is…Now we know it impacts our life…beyond emotions…what is Emotional Intelligence…By definition EI a person’s ability to recognize his or her emotions, as well as the emotions of others…	



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

•Understand powerful effect of 
emotions

•Use information to guide thinking 
and behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK)))Once you can recognize the emotions – you then can 	- understand the powerful effect of these emotions	-& use the information to guide/take action with  your thinking and behavior



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

If you have a high degree of EI

•Know what you’re feeling
•What your emotions mean
•How they affect other people

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS)   People that have a high degree of EI:	know what they’re feeling	What they're emotions mean	How they affect other people.



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of High EI

•Handles criticism without 
•Denial
•Blame
•Excuses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS)Self Awareness is one of the hallmarks of Emotional Intelligence:    someone with high EI may deal with criticism more empathically     And would seek to understand why the person criticized me5 year old always has someone to blame…As a parent I need to guide and coach him…If you have a peer or a team member who never looks in the mirror…you need to help guide and coach him/her



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of High EI

•Open minded

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS)Can listen to situation without reacting or judging--doesn’t dismiss an idea because it’s not his/her own



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of High EI

•Good listener

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS)There are times – just need to have mouth closed/ears open**Not think of question, while other person is talking…



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of High EI

•Don’t “sugarcoat” the truth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(MRS)1st- someone with high EI -recognizes the emotions in others…But that doesn’t mean they’ll shy away from telling the truth.--If a tough conversation is needed they will NOT     -be hurtful – so the other person to shuts down    -But can be honest and direct      ---George, I’m concerned about your performance…      --If you don’t fix a, b, c , I’m afraid your job is on the line.



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of High EI

•Apologizes when wrong
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MRS))))No excuses, no blame…I am so sorry, my bad…my mistake – free to move on



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

If you have a low degree of EI?

•No self awareness
•No empathy
•Oblivious to own emotions and 
emotions of others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))))  On the flip side, If you have a low degree of EI…typically this is a person who… ---There is no self awareness…	They maybe don’t know why people are offended by things they say or what they do…---simply cannot put themselves in someone else’s shoes, to see another point of view…---do not read body language, ---they have NO IDEA they hurt people’s feelings when they yell vs. pulling them aside to talk them through something  they did wrong



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of low EI

•“Bull in a China Shop”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))Ever described someone as a “bull in a china shop”? Used to work with someone who called herself a bull in a china shop…   -- Someone identified it for her, she joked about it but it was spot on!   --She tried to change but she struggled…      Key TO raising someone's low EI…- important they get feedback, -But they also have to want to change…When you worked with her on something she knew what she wanted the outcome to be and how we’d get there…and that’s what would happenEven with the butting of a lot of heads.--Detrimental to her career, no one liked working with her***in her mind, she got things done***but at what cost…



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of low EI

•Lashes out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))Think of someone who instead of rationally talking through an issue – when something goes wrong…lashes out at othersThink about the person that people talk about at the water cool...          - the person that you may seek to understand their mood before you talk to them about something in particular that day...           --NOT MARCIA or Lead to Inspire…



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Signs of  low EI

•Finds others are to blame for most 
of the issues on his/her team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))) Also is in line with someone who	Finds others to blame…it is never their fault…Chances are you’re thinking of someone…right???	



Emotional 
Intelligence 

(EI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK)))))Why do we react the way we do???? BLAME it on our brains!Our brain shows a split – Emotional intelligence is the balance between the two:	The Cerebral Cortex is the Rational, most advanced part of your brain	It allows you to be here, to listen, learn, then put into action what we’re talking about		---It’s where we process***Developers, Marcia and I learned to email them with non urgent questions, then approach or set up meeting to discuss – they needed to process.-LIMBIC System -  the CENTER of your emotions	You’ve heard of the fight or flight response?



Fight or Flight 
Response

Reaction to something terrifying

•Triggers release of adrenaline
•Heart rate increases
•Sweaty
•Muscles Tense

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK)))  fight or flight�Fis-ee-oh-logically – it’s a reaction to something terrifying (mentally or physically)That response triggers hormone, Adrenaline	That’s when your heart races, your palms are sweaty and your muscles tense**The adrenaline preps your body instantly to either stay and deal with the threat or run away



Fight or Flight 
Response

Daily life or death situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))))Think about it this way…MARKERS))) In the day of caveman, they worried about the saber tooth tigers attaching and killing them , life and death situation, multiple times a day.Most of the day you’re not being attacked, your brain is operating, all systems go.  	But when the Sabertooth tiger walk  pounces, (DROP ALL BUT ONE MARKER)  	all the sudden your Limbic or emotional brain kicks into high gear



Fight or Flight 
Response 

Today

•Saber tooth tiger of today
•System crashes
•Patients health declines
•Late email from your boss
•Enraged employee/coworker
•Road Rage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS)



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

You have to know how to react and 
respond emotionally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))Read slide...As leader, team member, whatever your role…Friend, wife, husband.. parentWhen you have a higher emotional intelligence you’ll be able to react betterLower emotional intelligence - harder



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Being in tune with your 
Emotional Intelligence is 
essential to your success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Who is more likely to succeed?

•Leader who screams at his team

•Leader who stays in control and 
calmly assesses the situation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(MRS))If you think logically…who is more likely to succeed?  Leg in Ceiling story



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Emotional Intelligence 2.0 – EI Test

• Travis Bradberry (2009)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))  2009 Travis Bradberry helped give EI a boost…with his book emotional intelligence 2.0 Bonus - a test you can actually take to tell you your EI score…The book then gives you exercises to use to better your self awareness…   



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Daniel Goleman, Ph.D.
Helped popularize EI 20 years ago

5 Main Components of EI
•Self-Awareness
•Self-Regulation
•Motivation
•Empathy
•Social Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))Bradberry wasn’t the first to talk about EI…20 years ago…---Goleman had 5 main components of EI – we feel they better capture EI  for leaders…    - 



Self-
Awareness

The ability to recognize and understand 
your moods, emotions and drives, as 
well as their effect on others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK)))))Self-awareness is one of the most important skills for success. 



Self-
Awareness

•Self – Confidence
•Realistic self-assessment
•Sense of humor about own 
shortcomings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))Someone with good Self Awareness said to have:    --Self Confidence    --Realistic self – assessment. Good grasp on who they are     --Knows his/her weaknesses and shortcomings and isn't afraid to point them out, often in a humorous way.



Self-
Awareness

How to improve Self-Awareness

•Be intentional
•Journal 

A few minutes a day brings you to a 
higher degree of self-awareness

•Slow Down
When you are quick to anger or have 
other strong emotions, examine 
why

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK)))Be intentional…see yourself as the one in charge of your own life           -be intentional about investing in yourselfJournal…     - capture emotions from the day, what triggered your emotions at work and at home      -in as little as a month, see trendsSlow down…     - and see effect of your emotions on others…



Self-
Regulation

The ability to control or redirect 
disruptive impulses and moods
The ability to think before acting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))If you are able to self – regulate you have the ability... read slide



Self-
Regulation

•Trustworthiness and integrity
•Openness to change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))Self regulation also means you are …. slide



Self-
Regulation

To improve Self-Regulation
•Know your values

What’s most important to you

•Be accountable
Admit your mistakes

•Practice being calm
Be aware of your reaction to a 
challenging situation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))



Self-Motivation

A passion to work for reasons that go 
beyond money or status
Pursue goals with energy and 
persistence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))Self Motivation is…show your passion… what inspires you???



Self-
Motivation

•Strong drive to achieve
•Optimism even in the face of failure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))Self motivation Optimism even in the face of failure…doesn’t mean you don’t ever have negative thought…     failure – lights fire, feeds your desire to succeed



Self-
Motivation

To Improve your Self Motivation

•Be hopeful, find something good
•If you are motivated, you’re 

probably optimistic no matter 
what’s thrown at you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))))If you think negatively a lot…find some good in your day.  ----I have friend who reminds us on Facebook “find some good in your day”     --she’ll post something like –            - Late to work because the baby spit up on me, needed to change clothes             -Got pulled over because I was late and speeding              - When I got to work, I realized I had a flat tire…---find some good in your day…you are loved!Now that’s hopeful  -- optimistic…lot thrown at her



Empathy

The ability to understand the 
emotional makeup of other people
Ability to treat people according to 
their emotional reactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))The ability to walk in someone elses shoes...



Empathy

•Ability to put themselves in another 
person's shoes

•Co worker
•Boss
•Team Member
•Customer
•Family Member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))Having Empathy means you … slideYou know what it’s like to be in their shoes



Empathy

To improve your Empathy

•Look at situation from other 
person’s point of view

•Listen
•Ask what the other person would do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))Sometimes you are too far in it and need to seek an outside perspective... Marcia and I will sometimes ask each other to weigh in on something... check to make sure that you are seeing it from the others persons perspective... 



Social Skills

Ability to manage relationships and 
build networks
Ability to find common ground and 
build rapport

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLKWhat does it mean to have social skills…            Networks is something we’ve all done…even don’t’ think have                --network of friends as kids/sports - teammates                --in business…network colleagues/coworkers/clientsHave to be able to build a relationship with those around you…personally and professionally***we know Brian Boyden loves snow mobiling – you can bet we ask him if he’s been out when we talk to him…part of building rapport



Social Skills

•Effective in leading change
•Ability to resolve conflict
•Expertise in building and leading 
others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK  If you have some of these traits…chances are you have good social skills…        Ability to resolve conflict…	---you can see both sides, rational…    “people business”



Social Skills

To improve Social Skills

•Communication skills
•Collaborate and Cooperate
•Build rapport

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLKTo improve social skills…    --work on your communications skills          --working on small talk          --giving a speech          --simple as saying thank you to co worker/team memberYou build rapport when you develop mutual trust and friendship with someone.



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLKLooking through all five components of EI and how we improve upon them…whether we have a low EI or a high EI…we are continually adding pieces to the puzzleMost important thing to keep in mind:   -None of us are perfect…everyone needs to hone their skills   -Think of an Olympic athlete…they are at the top of their game      -but they still put in hours of practice each and every day***go back to building your leadership brand, identifying your strengths and opportunities         --constant work in process – haven’t met anyone yet who has it all figured out…



People Are 
Different

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS))Have ever had DISC profile done – to show people really are different… part of having strong EI is social skills and being to read other people…Even if haven’t taken test today – figure out what style you most relate to.



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRS)))  D, I, S, C This is a game that can also be used with your teams as a team builder and to help all better understand how to work well together on your team....It is an exercise to help strengthen emotional intelligence.To start... We want you to read each of the directional signs and decide which one best represents how you work with others on a team.   And then go to that area.Next, as a group or in this size of a group we may have some singles...we are going to ask you to as a group answer the following questions... Write down your answers.



Self-Aware -
Mindful 

Leadership

• What are the strengths of your style? 
(3-4 adjectives)

What are the limitations of your style? 
(3-4 adjectives)

• What style do you find most difficult to work with 
and why?

• What do people from the other styles need to know 
about you so you can work together effectively?

• What do you value about the other three styles?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
((MRS))Break out session – present to group  (summarize by making correlation between DISC and this,,,if I, be here, etc.)))Each group shares answersWhat are some key take aways?This activity increases our awareness of our own and others’ preferencesIncreased awareness opens the door to empathyOur preferences have their strengths and their limitationsA diversity of preferences is what makes for better team work and resultsSherry and I really do think as a team we are a strong team... we are a team that has been recognized time and time again at different companies... sure we work independently and have had success there, too.... but when we work together on a team, our individual strengths align and our differences fill the gaps, and we truly are stronger because of it.  When you have a team that the strengths and gaps align just right and that you recognize and celebrate those differences... you have a team that is unstoppable!



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Emotional Intelligence…

•It’s more than “just” emotions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLKBased on what you’ve learned today…EI – is more than “just” emotions…



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Emotional Intelligence…

•Affects every decision
•Affects relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLK))It affects every decision we make/ it affects our relationships



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Emotional Intelligence…

•Better Performance
•Better Pay

•Overall Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLKHigher Emotional Intelligence leads to better performance, better pay, and overall success



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLKTo further your success…now it’s time to take action…We told you in the beginning, this information is only good if you leave here today with a plan and pull it throughBased on that…we hope we’ve empowered you with enough knowledge, and awareness around EISo that you not only understand why we react the way we doBut that you challenge yourself to make the changes needed to be the best you can be…



Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)
Questions
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Presentation Notes
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Emotional 
Intelligence

(EI)
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Presentation Notes
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